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MY FAIR LADY
George Bernard Shaw
July 26, 1856 – November 2, 1950

George Bernard Shaw was born in Portobello, Dublin, Ireland. He was the youngest of three
children and the only son of his lower-middle class parents. Though never abusive, his alcoholic
father and emotionally distant mother were often neglectful, and Shaw sought comfort in his
mother’s collection of choral and operatic works and his own collection of literature. He left
school at the age of fifteen after he secured a job in Dublin.

In 1876, Shaw moved to London and spent much of his time in the reading room of the British
Museum, where he studied philosophy, economics, and the works of Karl Marx. In 1884, he
joined the Fabian Society, a gradualist British socialist group, and continued to work as an art,
music, and theater critic for local newspapers. Shaw published his most successful novel Cashel
Byron’s Profession in 1886 and, at the age of thirty, became an established author.

In 1894, Shaw had a breakthrough hit with his play Man and Superman, and for the next twenty
years, he produced his finest works, including Pygmalion (1913). Shaw’s remarkable intellect,
affinity for the drama of ideas, and entertaining showmanship set him apart from his twentieth
century English contemporaries. By 1943, he had decreased his visibility in the public eye,
though he continued writing and lecturing. In 1950, he fell in his garden and fractured his thigh.
Unable to recover from the resulting complications, he died at the age of ninety-four, and
Shaw’s Corner, his Hertfordshire home of forty-four years, became his final resting place.
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Alan Jay Lerner and Frederick Loewe
1918 – 1986

1901 – 1988

Lyricist and librettist Alan Jay Lerner and composer Frederick (Fritz) Loewe began collaborating
shortly after their first meeting in 1942. In their working relationship, the pair complemented
each other nicely and became a powerful team. Lerner was the more demanding and
temperamental of the two, often agonizing for weeks over a single lyric, while Loewe was softspoken and understanding, able to handle pressure well and diffuse potentially explosive
situations involving his perfectionist partner. Regardless of the condition of their professional
relationship, at any given time Lerner and Loewe were always close friends and remained so
until the end of their lives. Over their thirty-year partnership, they produced the music and lyrics
for both stage shows and film adaptations of their shows, including Brigadoon (1947 stage,
1954 film), Gigi (1958 film, 1973 stage) My Fair Lady (1956 stage, 1964 film), and Camelot
(1960 stage, 1967 film). Their last collaboration was the 1974 musical film The Little Prince, and
in December of 1985, just six months before Lerner’s death, they made their last public
appearance together to accept a Kennedy Center Honor. In his memoir, Lerner summed up their
friendship by saying, “A collaboration as intense as ours inescapably had to be complex. But I
loved [Fritz] more than I understood or misunderstood him and I know he loved me more than he
understood or misunderstood me.”1

1

Alan Jay Lerner, “Camelot,” The Street Where I Live, Da Capo Press, 1994, p. 247.
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Background of My Fair Lady
George Bernard Shaw based his play Pygmalion on the Greek myth of Pygmalion, who
fell in love with one of his own sculptures and asked the gods to bring her to life. Reimagining
the original myth, Shaw used Pygmalion to critique of the social classes of London in the early
1900s. As a Fabian Socialist, Shaw believed that the class system was outdated and impractical,
and Eliza Doolittle’s transition from common flower girl to refined lady reflects his belief. In the
final scene of Shaw’s Pygmalion (1913), Eliza stands up to Higgins and leaves to marry Freddy,
having realized her own independence and abilities.
Shaw allowed a film version of Pygmalion to be made in 1938 on the condition that he
be allowed to retain constant personal supervision over the proceedings. The film starred Leslie
Howard (who in the next year would gain notoriety for his portrayal of Ashley Wilkes in Gone
With the Wind) as Henry Higgins and Wendy Hiller (handpicked by Shaw) as Eliza Doolittle.
While it was a critical and financial success, Shaw was less than pleased with the final product,
as he had been forced to compromise on the ending. Though the future of their relationship was
left deliberately ambiguous, Eliza was allowed to return to Higgins in the final scene. It was the
1938 film version, along with its ending, that became the basis for Lerner and Loewe’s 1956
Broadway musical.
After Shaw’s death in 1950, Gabriel Pascal, the producer for the 1938 film, asked
Lerner to write the lyrics for a musical adaptation. He agreed, and after beginning the work,
quickly realized that Shaw’s story did not fit the typical musical structure: there was no main love
story, there was no subplot, and there was no place for an ensemble. Faced with such
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irregularities, Lerner and Loewe abandoned the project for two years, but were spurred to
tackle it again more determinedly after Pascal’s death. Lerner drew the title My Fair Lady from
an earlier title of Shaw’s play, Fair Eliza, and the final line of every verse of the nursery rhyme
“London Bridge Is Falling Down.” The final script of the musical copied dialogue and several
scenes from the 1938 film version, with Lerner and Loewe adding “the action that took place
between the acts of the play.” 2 Rex Harrison and Broadway newcomer Julie Andrews were cast
in the lead roles, and the show became a notable critical and popular success almost instantly.
In 1964, the musical was adapted into a film version directed by George Cukor, with
Rex Harrison reprising his role as Higgins and Audrey Hepburn controversially taking the place
of Julie Andrews as Eliza. Theatergoers regarded Andrews as the ideal actress for the role and
were greatly resentful of Hepburn’s dubbed singing voice, but the head of Warner Bros. was
skeptical that a film without a recognizable female lead could be successful, and since Andrews
had no film experience at the time, she was unceremoniously dismissed. Lerner himself was also
critical of the film, unhappy with Hepburn’s casting and the fact that it was shot entirely on the
Warner Bros. studio instead of on location in London. Despite its shortcomings and the
surrounding controversy, the 1964 film was a major critical and box office success and won eight
Academy Awards, including Best Picture, Best Actor, and Best Director.

Greek myth  Shaw’s 1913 play  1938 film  Lerner and Loewe’s 1956 musical  1964 film

2

Alan Jay Lerner, The Street Where I Live, p. 38.
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Notable Performances


Original Broadway Production
o Premiered on March 15, 1956
o Original cast: Rex Harrison as Henry Higgins and Julie Andrews as Eliza Doolittle
o Closed on September 29, 1962
o 2,717 performances



Original London Performance
o Opened April 30, 1958
o Original cast: Harrison and Andrews reprised their roles
o Ran for five and a half years
o 2,281 performances



1981 Broadway Revival
o Opened August 18, 1981
o Original cast: Rex Harrison reprised his role as Higgins and Nancy Ringham as
Eliza Doolittle
o Closed November 29, 1981
o 120 performances



2001 London Revival
o Opened March 15, 2001
o Original cast: Jonathan Pryce as Henry Higgins and Martine McCutcheon as Eliza
Doolittle
o Closed August 20, 2003



2018 Broadway Revival
o Opened April 19, 2018
o Original cast: Harry Hadden-Paton as Henry Higgins and Lauren Ambrose as
Eliza Doolittle
o Ongoing
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Character Map

Henry Higgins

Mother

Professor of phonetics;
expert in speech

Alfred Doolittle

Colonel Pickering
Teacher

Dustman (garbage man)

Father

Advocate

Eliza Doolittle
Lower-class flower girl
who wants to be a lady

Mrs. Higgins
Stately older lady;
Henry’s mother

Kindly gentleman and
language expert

Patron

Surrogate Mother

Mrs. Pearce
Admirer

Freddy Eynsford-Hill
Young upper-class
gentleman
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Higgins’ housekeeper

MY FAIR LADY
Historical Context
Early twentieth century London was quite different from the London of today. In 1912, George
V was on the throne, Arthur Conan Doyle was creating mysteries for his famous Baker Street
detective Sherlock Holmes to solve, and horse-drawn buggies mingled with newly-introduced
automobiles on narrow cobblestone streets. Listening to the phonograph had recently become a
popular pastime, and suffragettes clad in tricolor sashes lined the streets. In addition, a rigid
class system was still in very much place.

Lower Class (Eliza, Cockneys, and the Sellers in Covent Garden)
The lower class was made up of both skilled and
unskilled workers. In 1900, the average working
week in Britain was 54 hours. Poverty was
common, but the majority of workers could
sustain themselves despite their low wages,
though they couldn’t afford newspapers or public
transport. A typical meal for a lower class family
consisted of tea, a plate of potatoes, and the occasional biscuit. Working class homes had four
rooms at best with an outdoor lavatory. By 1914, life expectancy in the lower class was 50 for
men and 54 for women.
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Servant Class (Higgins’ Staff)
Though typically still members of the lower class, servants
in upper or even middle class homes were often better
educated and slightly better paid than factory workers or
manual laborers. In 1911, the vast majority of the 1.3
million people employed as domestic servants would have
lived with their employer and been expected to attend his
every need, day or night.

Middle Class (Alfred Doolittle post-inheritance)
To be considered middle class, one usually had to
have at least one servant. In 1914, only 20% of
the British population fell into this category.
Though often regarded by the very upper crust
as the “genteel poor,” members of the middle
class lived comfortably in gas-lit homes big
enough for large furniture pieces, ornaments, and
knick-knacks. Their leisure time consisted of bicycling, attending the theater, reading, and
vacations to the seaside, all interspersed with occasional high society appearances.
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Upper Class (Pickering, the Higginses, and the Eynsford-Hills)
Members of the upper class were able to lead
lives of leisure even more so than the middle class.
The wealthiest enjoyed decadent meals of 10-14
courses, owned houses in town and in the country,
and employed numerous servants to wait on them.
Most upper class families had inherited their
fortunes and could afford not to work. Traveling became a popular pastime via transportation
by ship, car, or horse-drawn buggy. The upper class also placed a great deal of importance on
education—the typical upper class male was a university graduate and most upper class
children were sent to public schools.
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Locations Around London
Lisson Grove
In Pygmalion and My Fair Lady, Lisson Grove is
given as Eliza’s birthplace. In the late 1800s
when Eliza would have been a very small child,
Lisson Grove, Westminster, was essentially a
slum. The housing was poor and overcrowded,
and fever epidemics were frequent. By the early 1900s, conditions slowly began to improve
with the introduction of a few shops and a railway station, but the area did not completely
reform until the post-World War I housing boom.

Covent Garden
Located in Westminster, Covent Garden was
once renowned for its licentious behavior; it was
a hangout spot for many lower class
undesirables. With the introduction of Covent
Garden Market in 1830, however, the area
gained a new reputation as a commercial hub
where gardeners, florists (and flower girls), hawkers, tailors, grocers, and other street vendors
set up shop each day. The Covent Garden of 1912 was bustling, congested, and loud. The
streets were too narrow to accommodate the influx of customers and traffic often came to a
standstill. The growing popularity of Covent Garden Market made it apparent that a new
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location would inevitably become necessary, but the market did not move from Covent Garden
Square until 1974.

Wimpole Street
Wimpole street became famous in the 19th
century for medicine and romance—doctors and
dentists opened consulting rooms in houses while
Elizabeth Barrett conducted a secret romance
with fellow poet Robert Browning. By the early
1900s, Wimpole Street’s understated Georgian
houses had been updated with more ornate exteriors to reflect the somewhat flamboyant tastes
of their upper class occupants. The august avenue became synonymous with posh society, and
Virginia Woolf wrote in 1933, “For as long as Wimpole Street remains, civilization is secure.”

Ascot Racecourse
The Ascot Racecourse has been connected to
upper class society and the royal family since
its construction in 1711 at the request of
Queen Anne. Located in a small town of the
same name in Berkshire, Ascot attracted up to
300,000 visitors every year throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries and held a
number of high profile races each season. Ascot is associated with prestige and tradition even
today, and there is still a very specific code for dress and conduct that must be met and
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followed before entering the racecourse. The most enduring and well-attended event is the
Royal Ascot, a five-day ceremony in June that comprises eighteen group races and offers nearly
£4,000,000 in prize money.

Map of London (c. 1908)
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Phonetic Professors
With the invention of the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) and Visible Speech in the
late nineteenth century, professors of phonetics like Henry Higgins became more common in the
early 1900s, though they were frequently employed at college campuses and not always
available to the general public as instructors. George Bernard Shaw admitted to basing
Higgins’s character on several British phoneticians, including Robert Bridges, Alexander Melville
Bell (Alexander Graham Bell’s father), Alexander J. Ellis, Tito Pagliardini, and most notably, the
cantankerous Henry Sweet.
In 1916, Shaw wrote, “[Henry] Higgins is not a portrait of Sweet, to whom the adventure
of Eliza Doolittle would have been impossible; still, as will be seen, there are touches of Sweet in
the play. With Higgins’s physique and temperament Sweet might have set the Thames on fire.”3
Much like Higgins, however, Sweet was a confirmed bachelor and scholar who forsook social
amenities in favor of his own personal studies in the English language. He invented the Broad
Romic system of phonetic notation, sent postcards in his own shorthand script to his friends, could
pronounce distinctly 72 vowel sounds, and would frequently disengage from conversations in
order to make notes on speech patterns or produce a phonetic transcript. Unfortunately, Sweet’s
lack of social graces may have been what caused him to be passed over for the Merton
Professorship of English at Oxford University in 1885. Though he rarely spoke of it except in his
writings, he considered this oversight to be the ultimate insult since he believed himself to be the
only logical candidate for the position. He continued to publish articles, lecture at universities

3

Stanley Weintraub, ed., The Portable Bernard Shaw, Penguin Books Ltd., 1977, p. 330.
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and on tours, and pursue his studies independently until his death in 1912. Though Sweet was
seemingly outwardly formidable, his friend and pupil Alois Brandl wrote in his obituary, “In
company he could sit in an easy chair, his face turned toward a corner, not uttering a word for
hours at a time, in order to listen to the pronunciation of the talkative intelligentsia; but in work
of mutual interest his heart expanded and opened in a manner that was often touching.”4
Brandl’s description of Sweet’s manner could easily apply to Henry Higgins, proving that though
the extent of Sweet’s influence in creating the character of Henry Higgins is debatable, it is
certainly not negligible.

Bertrand M. Wainger, “Henry Sweet: Shaw’s ‘Pygmalion’,” Studies in Philology, vol. 27, no. 4, 1930, pp. 558-572,
JSTOR.
4
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Language and Etiquette
The Book of Good Manners: Etiquette for All Occasions, published in 1912, says in its
preface, “Manners are of more importance than laws….Manners are what vex or soothe,
corrupt or purify, exalt or debase, barbarize or refine us by a constant, steady, uniform,
insensible operation like the air we breathe.”5 Proper behavior in upper-class social situations
was invaluable in early twentieth century London, and very few dared to break from convention
or tradition. Though certainly not without morals or rules, the lower classes enjoyed much more
freedom in social interactions than members of the upper class did. In posh circles, everything
from attending the races at Ascot to sitting down for dinner was governed by a strict code of
behavior, and those who were unaware of the rules or simply refused to follow them were often
looked down upon.
In addition to behavior, accents and dialects were also clues as to a person’s social
background. Grammar, vocabulary, and pronunciation differed between classes. In My Fair Lady,
the sellers in Covent Garden speak with Cockney accents typical of working class east Londoners
in 1912. Some distinguishing characteristics of the Cockney dialect are as follows:
1. Dropping the “h” at the beginning of words (i.e. “ello” instead of “hello”)
2. Dropping the “g” at the end of words (i.e. “flyin” instead of “flying”)
3. Replacing the “th” sound with an “f” sound (i.e. “free” instead of “three”)
4. Replacing the “th” sound with a “v” sound in the middle of a word (i.e. “bover” instead of
“bother”)
5

Florence Kingsland, The Book of Good Manners: Etiquette for All Occasions, Garden City, 1912, p. 8.
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5. Replacing an “r” at the end of words with “ah” (i.e. “bruvah” instead of “brother”)
Henry Higgins transforms Eliza’s Cockney speech into an upper class dialect that is now
called Received Pronunciation, the standard form of English in the United Kingdom. Under
Higgins’ tutelage, Eliza learns to refrain from dropping letters or changing their sounds, but she
also likely adds some words to her vocabulary as well. In 1912, some predominantly upper class
English words included “napkin,” “sofa,” and “drawing room.” In addition, the difference
between proper and improper conversation topics for upper class social gatherings would have
required teaching, and Eliza’s debut at Ascot might be considered evidence of Higgins’ oversight
regarding this area of her instruction.
Eliza’s transformation is, of course, fictional, but George Bernard Shaw wrote in a 1916
preface to Pygmalion, “the change wrought by Professor Higgins in the flower-girl is neither
impossible nor uncommon.” 6 According to Shaw, some people were able to break free from the
rigid social hierarchy of early twentieth century London and enjoy a taste of social mobility.
Even though Eliza Doolittle herself never existed, it is not impossible that the weakening of the
London class system in the early 1900s was propelled by the determined spirits of one or more
Covent Garden flower girls.

6

Stanley Weintraub, ed., The Portable Bernard Shaw, p.331.
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Further Reading


George Bernard Shaw’s Pygmalion – The Portable Bernard Shaw (edited by Stanley
Weintraub) provides the 1916 version of the play, but includes the preface written by
Shaw and the notated scenes that were added for the 1938 film



George Bernard Shaw’s “What Happened Afterwards” – a postscript essay to the 1916
print edition of Pygmalion in which Shaw explains why Higgins and Eliza could not
possibly end up together (also included in The Portable Bernard Shaw)



Alan Jay Lerner’s The Street Where I Live – an engaging and fun semi-autobiographical
book that details the births of Camelot, Brigadoon, and My Fair Lady



Dominic McHugh’s Loverly: The Life and Times of My Fair Lady – McHugh presents a
behind-the-scenes look at the five-year creation of Lerner and Loewe’s musical, charting
the production from the aftermath of Pygmalion’s premiere in 1913 to My Fair Lady’s
opening night in 1956



“A Post-Recording Conversation” – a bonus track on the 1998 version of the original
Broadway cast My Fair Lady soundtrack; consists of a four minute candid conversation
with Rex Harrison, Julie Andrews, Alan Jay Lerner, and Franz Allers in which they discuss
the recording process and their favorite numbers



“Columbia Records Presents Playback: Alan Jay Lerner and Frederick Loewe” – another
bonus track on the 1998 version of the original Broadway cast My Fair Lady soundtrack;
consists of a five minute interview with Lerner and Loewe in which they reveal their
process for writing songs for My Fair Lady, Gigi, Camelot, and musicals in general
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